
seemed - or was I on the
wrong track? - to switch to
arrows instead of blobs; while
these arrows led towards the
cathedral (thank heaven for a
tall spire) we were happy to
follow, but when they turned
off to end in a football field
some of us - Tako Belle, Dr
Death, for instance - legged it
for the spire, while Popeye
preached the virtues of
sticking to the trail. (I told you
not to laugh!)

And sure enough I found
flour again, in blobs once
more, by the river, and so came
in on trail, though whether the
hare’s trail or yesterday’s I
have no idea. 90 minutes, and
not a soul in the car park, not
even a beer. Bah!

Date 28-01-07

Hare Golden Balls

Venue Salisbury

On On White Hart
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- as usual - failed to attract the
slightest media attention,
despite our taking over a
famous town centre (our only
hope of attracting others is
defeated by the cheapness of
hashing. What advertisers
have any interest in our
doings?)

Not that this weekend was
cheap, but everyone felt it
worth the dosh. And the
miles: 70 from my front door.
Golden Balls was miffed at
our attempts to start on time,
believing we should wait till
every last lost soul was
assembled in the Market
Place. We didn’t. Popeye
soon went off at a tangent,
and criss-crossed the true
trail erratically throughout. J
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Arthur was well to the fore in
seeking solutions, though the
principle was easy enough:
just follow the perimeter of
Salisbury counter-clockwise.
This would have become
boringly predictable, but GB
had Old Sarum up his sleeve.
He offered us sherry:
“Medium or sweet?”, (another
class indicator there), in the
car park of Old Sarum.

Never mind the ruins of the
medieval castle, or the fact
that this was once the site of
the cathedral. What every
schoolchild knows is that Old
Sarum was the most famous of
the rotten boroughs, with
their elections a national
disgrace: Golden Balls was
thus drawing public attention

The media have a new focus
of interest, the white working
class, with as exemplars the
millionaires Wayne Rooney
and Jane Goody. No, don’t
laugh! Now that policies have
vanished from politics, we
have reversed the famous
feminist slogan “The personal
is political “ and live with “The
political is personal”. So how
else can we capture a class
save by its celebrities?

The white working class has
3 options: vote BNP, join their
local hash (a guarantee of
upward social mobility) or
cancel their colour coding:
“Black and White Unite and
Fight!” takes on a new and
stronger meaning.

Well, this weekend the hash

to the shameful, “rotten
borough”, status of the
annual SH3 “elections”.

We enjoyed the area, with
the flour serpentining about,
to take in the views both of
the ruins and the city in the
distance. And I mean
distance: Golden Balls had no
intention of sparing the hash,
hung over or not, the rigours
of a full Sunday morning trail.
So there was Tako Belle on
the ramparts, acting Queen of
the Castle, while we milled
about admiring her.

Unfortunately the trail  then
went haywire, contaminated -
shades of Tosser’s disaster
last week! - by traces of
another trail, complete with
bars and check circles. GB

GOLDEN BALLS AND THE
SYMBOLIC CEREMONIAL:

SH3 DEPTHS OF DEPRAVITY
EXPOSED

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Lightswitch
(Mo Wood)

01372  813392(h)
and

Cardiff Conversion
(Ian Jobe)

  07808 824113(m)

Religious Advisor :
Gibber

(Gerry Gurney)
 01372 386921 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
Dr Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)

020 8751 7051 (w)
DapperHasherie:

Greenpeace
(Cherry Alingham)
020 8390 0302 (h)

Beer Meister:
J Arthur (Thomas)

01483 224491

Joint-Secs :
FRB

Peter Hughes
(01932 886747)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
onsec@sh3onsec.org

 www.sh3onsec.org                            

No “Salisbury Conversion”
to match our acquisition in
Cardiff, and I am not sure this
cathedral city is an ideal locus
for recruiting the working
class to hashing. Next
Christmas: Dagenham! (Well,
if we are batty enough to
suppose Christmas is in late
January, and Salisbury in
Surrey, then.....)

So, many thanks to Golden
Balls for the sherry - dry next
time, please! - and the Old
Sarum symbolism of Surrey’s
undemocratic practice, and
congratulations to everyone
who made the run, whatever
time you came in. Merry
Christmas!

(Other pens than mine must
do justice to Saturday’s fun!)



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

www.sh3onsec.org
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1661 11-02-07 Mr Valentine

1662 18-02-07 Redeye&Ratty

1663 25-02-07 Desperate Dan

1664 04-03-07 Gibber

1665 11-03-07

Run 1660)

Date 04-Feb-2007

Hare Tosser

Venue Puttenham (again)

On On The Mill Elstead

P-Code (old) 98 A5

Scribe FRB
Directions:

From A31 Hogs Back heading west turn left onto
B3000, S/P Puttenham. At Puttenham turn right into
The Street then 1st left into Suffield Lane. Keep on
for just over 2 miles to the lake, passing the top and
middle car parks. Turn right at the crossroads into
Littleworth Road. Car Park is on right.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

Kingswood Hash Quiz
KVC (top hall) 17th Feb at 8.30 sharp.
Hashes expressing intent to arrive are Surrey (of course)
OCH3, W&NK, London (courtesy of Trigamist) EGH3,
Barnes, “and I hope Weybridge, so it should be quite a
good evening” - Desperate Dan
SONG:
Pious Selinda goes to prayers
If I but ask the favour;
And yet the tender fool’s in tears
When she believes I’ll leave her.

Would I were free from this restraint
Or else had hopes to win her;
Would she could make of me a saint
Or I of her a sinner.    (Congreve)

6.   Studies show that if a cat falls off the seventh
floor of a building it has about thirty percent less
chance of surviving than a cat that falls off the
twentieth floor. It supposedly takes about eight
floors for the cat to realize what is occurring, relax
and correct itself.
7.   Your stomach has to produce a new layer of
mucus every two weeks, otherwise it will digest
itself.
8.   The citrus soda 7-UP was created in 1929; '7'
was selected after the original 7-ounce containers
and 'UP' for the direction of the bubbles.
9.  101 Dalmatians, Peter Pan, Lady and the Tramp,
and Mulan are the only Disney cartoons where both
parents are present and don't die throughout the
movie.
10.  A pig's orgasm lasts for 30 minutes.


